Dipyridamole Stress and Rest Gated 99mTc-Sestamibi Myocardial Perfusion SPECT: Left Ventricular Function Indices and Myocardial Perfusion Findings
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: We investigated the difference in left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) and end-systolic volume (ESV) measured by gated myocardial perfusion SPECT (GSPECT) in the post-dipyridamole stress and rest periods, and compared the results with the perfusion patterns found in the conventional non-gated tomograms.

Methods: 297 consecutive patients were studied with post-stress and rest 99mTc-sestamibi GSPECT using a two-day protocol. Stress images were obtained 90 min after dipyridamole infusion and radiotracer injection. All acquisitions were analyzed visually, semi-quantitatively and quantitatively using QGS software.

Results: Patients were divided into 4 groups according to the perfusion patterns: Group-1 = no perfusion defects (n= 129, 43.4%); Group-2 = reversible perfusion defects (n = 85, 28.6%); Group-3=Fixed defects (n =52, 17.5%); Group 4 = partially reversible perfusion defects (n =31, 10.4%). Differences between post-stress LVEF (SEF) and rest LVEF (REF) (DEF=SEF-REF) were +3.39, -6.45, -1.61, and -0.70 for groups 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Post-stress stunning (>5% decrease in LVEF) was present in 49 patients (16.5%). SEF was significantly more than REF in patients with summed difference score (SDS) <5 while patients with SDS≥5 had lower SEF (54.84) than REF (60.44). No statistical significant difference was seen between post-stress end-systolic volume (SESV) and rest end-systolic volume (RESV) in patients with SDS<5. In patients with SDS≥5, SESV was significantly more than RESV.

Conclusion: LVEF as measured by GSPECT decreased slightly in post-stress period when an ischemic insult was present, while it has a mild tendency to increase when the myocardial perfusion is normal. Not only exercise stress but also dipyridamole can cause a transient decrease in LVEF in stunned patients. It was concluded that gated study be performed in both stress and rest phases of the procedure.
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INTRODUCTION

State-of-the-art SPECT myocardial perfusion imaging involves the acquisition of SPECT images in electrocardiography (ECG)-gated mode for simultaneous assessment of myocardial perfusion(1) and left ventricular function (2) by reference to left ventricular volumes and LVEF (3). This integrated approach has already proved useful clinically in tissue characterization (4) and prediction of prognosis (5). LVEF at stress or rest was shown to be a major determinant of long-term survival in patients with coronary artery disease (6). Exercise induced myocardial ischemia may be associated with post-stress reduced LVEF, probably due to stress induced myocardial stunning (7,8). Myocardial stunning or post-ischemic dysfunction is defined as a contractile dysfunction that follows a severe but relatively brief ischemic insult, persisting for some time after restoration of adequate blood flow. Although in some instances full recovery may occur within few minutes after recovery of myocardial perfusion, in some cases it may take hours, days or even weeks according to the severity of the ischemic episode (9).

Although dynamic exercise and dobutamine tests are considered to be the procedures with most capability of provoking myocardial ischemia, dipyridamole- as well as adenosine-induced myocardial stunning were recently demonstrated (10-12), confirming that vasodilators are capable of producing more than simple flow heterogeneity.

The purpose of the present study was to evaluate LVEF and ESV using gated myocardial perfusion SPECT at rest and after dipyridamole stress which is different from exercise stress tests because images are acquired late after tracer injection. We also compared the results with the perfusion patterns found in the conventional non-gated tomograms in order to evaluate post-stress myocardial stunning.

METHODS

Study population: We studied 297 patients (158 men and 139 women), ranging in age between 27 and 78 years (mean age: 56.12±10.9 years) with known or suspected coronary artery disease referred to us for GSPECT. Forty (13.5%) of the patients had a history of coronary artery bypass graft, and 11 (3.7%) had undergone percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty. Study protocol: All patients underwent stress/rest GSPECT using a 2-day protocol started with a GSPECT examination after stress and continued next day with rest GSPECT images.

On the first day, 740-925 MBq $^{99m}$Tc-sestamibi was injected intravenously 4 min after the infusion of 0.142 mg/kg/min of dipyridamole for 4 minutes. Post-stress GSPECT was performed 90 min after radiotracer injection. The next day, rest GSPECT was performed 90 min after intravenous injection of 740-925 MBq $^{99m}$Tc-sestamibi. GSPECT was performed in the supine position by use of a dual-head gamma-camera in the 90°-setting (Dual-Head Variable-Angle E.CAM; Siemens) and equipped with high-resolution, low-energy collimators. Thirty two views over a 180° orbit were obtained from RAO 45° to LPO 45° with a zoom factor 1.46, at 25 sec per view and 8 frames per cardiac cycle. The images were stored in a 64×64 matrix in the computer and reconstructed by filtered backprojection using a Butterworth filter (cut-off value was 0.35 cycle/cm for gated data but 0.55 cycle/cm for ungated data, order =5).

Data analysis: Myocardial perfusion was assessed visually and semi-quantitatively. The 17-segment five point scoring system was used for semi-quantitative assessment of myocardial perfusion (including six basal, six mid-ventricular and four apical segments in short axis slices and one additional mid-ventricular apical slice in the vertical long axis). Defects were scored as 0, no defect; 1, mildly reduced uptake; 2, moderately reduced uptake; 3, severely reduced uptake; and 4, absent uptake. The summed stress score (SSS), summed rest score (SRS) and the summed difference score (SDS=SSS-SRS) were calculated.

The gated short axis images were processed for automatic LVEF and ventricular volumes quantification using the Cedars Sinai Quantitative Gated SPECT (QGS) software. SEF, REF, SESV and RESV were determined and DEF was calculated as DEF=SEF-REF.
**Statistical analysis:** All analyses were done using SPSS 10 software. Data are expressed as mean± SD. The paired t-test was used to test for significant difference between mean values as well as compare different variables in the same patient group. A P value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**RESULTS**

According to the perfusion patterns found when interpreting the conventional tomograms, 129 (43.4%) had normal myocardial perfusion SPECT (group 1), 85(28.6%) patients had reversible defects (group 2: ischemia), 52(17.5%) had fixed defects (group 3: myocardial infarction alone) and 31(10.4%) patients had partially reversible perfusion defects (group 4: infarction plus ischemia). Mean SSS, SRS and SDS were 7.86±9 (0-44), 4.49±7.5 (0-41) and 3.32±4.6 (0-25) respectively. Mean SEF and REF were 61.54±17.9 (17-100) and 62.27±17.1 (20-95), respectively (P= 0.115). Mean SESV and RESV were 34.27±36.6 and 34.28±37.7 (P= 0.995). Results are summarized in Fig 1 and Fig 2.
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**Fig 1-** Post-stress left ventricular ejection fraction (SEF) and rest ejection fraction (REF) for all groups of patients (G1: normal perfusion, G2: reversible defects, G3: fixed defects, G4: partially reversible defects).

Difference between mean SEF and mean REF (DEF) for group 1, 2, 3 and 4 were +3.39 (P<0.001), -6.45 (P<0.001), -1.61(P=0.005), and -0.70 (P=0.415), respectively. The SEF in the group 1 (with normal perfusion) was significantly more than REF, but in groups 2 (with ischemia) and 3 (with infarction) was significantly lower than REF. Difference between mean SESV and mean RESV (SESV-RESV) for group 1, 2, 3 and 4 were -2.84(P<0.001),+5.77(P<0.001),-2.84(P=0.609), and +0.70 (P= 0.666), respectively. The SESV in the group 1 was significantly lower than RESV, but in group 2 was significantly more than RESV.
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**Fig 2-** Post-stress end-systolic volume (SESV) and rest end-systolic volume (RESV) for all groups of patients (G1: normal perfusion, G2: reversible defects, G3: fixed defects, G4: partially reversible defects).
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**Fig 3-** Post-stress left ventricular ejection fraction (SEF) and rest ejection fraction (REF) in divided patients groups based on summed difference score (SDS).
For better evaluation how severity and extent of ischemia affect the SEF, a SDS of greater than 4 (SDS ≥5) was arbitrarily considered as clinically significant ischemia (n=91, 30.6%). SEF was significantly more than REF (64.67±18.4 vs. 63.19±17.1, P<0.001) in patients with SDS<5(n=205) while patients with SDS≥5 had lower SEF than REF (54.84±14.3 vs. 60.44±17.1, P<0.001). No statistical significant difference was seen between SESV and RESV in patients with SDS<5 (32.23±38.3 vs. 34.53±39.7, P= 0.109). In patients with SDS≥5, SESV was significantly more than RESV (38.84±32.2 vs. 33.78±33.1, P<0.001). Fig 3 summarizes the result of SEF and REF in different patients groups that they divided based on SDS. As seen, the difference between SEF and REF is greater in patients with more SDS. Forty-nine patients (16.5%) had a decrease>5% in SEF compared with REF (DEF< -5) (Table 1). These patients had a SESV significantly more than RESV (31.76±24.6 vs. 21.57±22.2, P<0.001) while there was no statistical significant difference between SESV and RESV in all other patients (34.77±38.5 vs. 36.79±39.6, P= 0.092). On the other hand, a decrease>10% was seen in 27 patients (Table 1). All they have abnormal myocardial perfusion SPECT.

Table 1- Patients with a decrease>5% in post-stress ejection fraction (SEF) compared with rest ejection fraction (REF) (DEF<5, DEF=SEF-REF) and patients with a decrease>10% in SEF compared with REF in different patients groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decrease in SEF as compared to the REF</th>
<th>Myocardial Perfusion SPECT</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Ischemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5%</td>
<td>4 (8.2%)</td>
<td>31 (63.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;10%</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>23 (45.2%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCUSSION**

GSPECT is largely employed in myocardial perfusion imaging because it offers the unique advantage of providing information on both perfusion and function by means of a single, simple, and inexpensive test (13). In the present study, using rest and post-dipyridamole stress GSPECT, we demonstrated increased SEF but decreased SESV as compared to rest GSPECT in patients with normal myocardial perfusion. On the other hand, reduced SEF and increased SESV were seen in patients with stress induced ischemia. Myocardial stunning is a lingering contractile dysfunction that occurs after brief ischemic insult, even in the absence of necrosis, persisting for some time after restoration of adequate blood flow (10). The histological appearance of the stunned myocardium is normal, so there is no permanent damage and hence the contractile dysfunction is able to recover gradually with time (14). Although in some instances full recovery may occur within few minutes after recovery of myocardial perfusion, in some cases it may take hours, days or even weeks according to the severity of the ischemic episode (11). Well-documented clinical settings in which myocardial stunning can occur include percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty, unstable and variant angina, acute
myocardial infarction with early reperfusion, cardiac surgery and cardiac transplantation (15,16). However, myocardial stunning can also develop following silent or symptomatic ischemic episodes during common daily activities and after diagnostic stress tests with ischemic response (10,12,17,18). Although dynamic exercise and dobutamine tests are considered to be the procedures with most capability of provoking myocardial ischemia, dipyridamole-induced myocardial stunning was recently demonstrated by our group and a few others (9-11, 20, 21). Adenosine-induced stunning has also been reported (12), confirming that vasodilators are capable of producing more than simple flow heterogeneity. Although many studies showed stress-induced myocardial stunning, it is important to note that many of previous published studies included a mix of stress types (exercise and pharmacological stress tests) or only exercise stress test. Johnson et al. (7) reported that if ischemic patients in whom post-stress LVEF was decreased more than 5% as compared to the rest LVEF value, were considered to be stunned. Accordingly, in the present study, stunning was observed in 49(16.5%) of all patients, that 33(67.4%) of 49 patients had evidence of myocardial ischemia (ischemia or ischemia+infarction) (Table 1). Ben-Haim et al. (22)studied 236 patients using dual-isotope myocardial perfusion SPECT with gated 201Tl- SPECT at rest and post-stress gated 99mTc-MIBI SPECT to assess the occurrence of post-stress stunning. Their findings were similar to our results. Post-stress gated SPECT was performed 30–60 min after the injection of 99mTc-sestamibi at peak treadmill exercise (107 patients, 45%) or after dipyridamole infusion (n=129, 55%) (22). DEF was – 2.25 ± 5.36 and 3.42 ± 5.25 in patients with and without ischemia, respectively (P < 0.001). LVEF increases post-stress in patients with no ischemia. Post-stress stunning (>5% decrease in LVEF) was present in 68 of all 236 patients (29%) and in 58/103 (56%) patients with ischemia, after treadmill exercise or dipyridamole infusion and was more common in patients with more extensive ischemia. Post-stress stunning was observed in 37 patients who performed treadmill exercise (35%) and in 31 patients after dipyridamole infusion (24%) (22). They showed relationship between the extent and severity of ischemia (SDS score) and REF, SEF and DEF. These were all significantly reduced as the extent and severity of ischemia increased (22). Weinman and Moretti (23) have demonstrated an increase in LVEF from 63.2%±8% to 73.8%±8.2% during dipyridamole infusion in 18 normal subjects. In 62 patients with known CAD, Lee et al. (20) reported that 29% of myocardial segments had wall motion abnormalities after dipyridamole infusion, which improved at rest. The occurrence of post-dipyridamole myocardial stunning was again documented in 60% of ischemic patients after dipyridamole infusion (24). Usually coronary vasodilators do not provoke true myocardial ischemia, but may uncover a reduced flow reserve in the vascular beds perfused by stenotic lesions. In patients with severe stenosis, dipyridamole administration can cause a ‘steal’ of flow away from the myocardial bed distal to the stenosis through collateral blood vessels, leading to reduced flow, which may result in true ischemia in the presence of increased oxygen demand and therefore may also cause stunning(22). Therefore, post-stress LVEF is not synonymous with true resting LVEF in patients with ischemia, nor in those patients who had normal myocardial perfusion. In present study as seen on Figure 3, increase in SDS had been associated with more decreased SEF as compared to the REF. Santiago et al. (25) have shown early transient myocardial stunning using 201Tl re-injection, manifested as post-stress decreased LVEF, wall motion and wall thickening in ischemic segments and related to the severity of ischemia. Thus, our findings and other studies suggest that occurrence of post-stress stunning is related to the presence and the severity of stress induced ischemia (22,25,26). It is suggested that the best predictor of post-stress stunning is the presence of stress induced ischemia (10,18,22). We found that 49(16.5%) patients had more than 5% decrease in post-stress LVEF as compared to their rest LVEF value, who considered to be stunned. However, 4 patients of them had no remarkable perfusion abnormality. This may be caused by an artifact due to small left ventricular volume, because
they had RESV less than 30 ml. In 12 other patients with fixed perfusion defects due to previous myocardial infarction, hybernation may be a possible explanation. Ben-Haim et al studied 236 patients and reported more than 5% decrease in SEF in 6 patients with normal myocardial perfusion that 4 had small heart (22). Bestetti et al studied 283 patients with gated $^{99m}$Tc-tetrofosmine myocardial perfusion SPECT. They reported that increase in SESV only was seen on stunned patients (patients with SEF >5% lower than REF)(27). Also we showed that SESV in these patients significantly was more than RESV. In our study, patients with SDS≥5 had SESV significantly more than RESV while no significant difference was noticed between SESV and RESV in patients with SDS<5. Thus LVEF as measured by gated SPECT slightly but significantly decreases in the post-stress period when an ischemic insult is present, while it has a mild tendency to increase in presence of normal perfusion (11,22) .Post-stress reduction in LVEF seems to be related to an increase in end-systolic volume in stunned patients(27). The inadequate contraction may cause an increase in end-systolic volume (28). Other explanation for this finding is the presence of post-ischemic stunning as a consequence of the stress induced ischemic episode which occurs primarily in the endocardial layer (27). Ischemic stunning after dipyridamole-stress on gated SPECT may be an indicator of severe and extensive coronary artery disease, and can help the interpretation of borderline perfusion images and the elimination of false-negatives secondary to relatively balanced lesions in three-vessel disease(28,29).

**CONCLUSION**

We conclude that having gated SPECT in both phases of the perfusion studies may add useful information concerning cardiac function, since the post-stress study alone probably reflects stunned myocardium in patients undergoing ischemic stress tests. The SEF reduction in this population seems to be due to an increase of SESV. In this setting, the value of difference between post-stress and rest LVEF represents a new quantitative parameter derived from gated SPECT studies (11), and it may further demonstrate to have powerful impact in prognosis since it seems to depend on the extent and severity of induced ischemia(10,22,18).
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